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Abstract (en)
[origin: US4928389A] In a shaving head (4) for a dry-shaving apparatus comprising a shaving-head frame (5) for detachably mounting an arcuate
shear foil (6) which at both ends of at least one of its two longitudinal edges (7, 8) comprises projections (11, 12, 13, 14) associated with slots (22,
23) in the adjacent side walls (20, 21) of the shaving-head frame, into which slots the projections can be inserted when the shear foil is mounted
on the shaving-head frame, the shear foil being secured to the shaving-head frame by means of at least one raised portion (26, 27, 28) which
comprises at least one ramp (29) which is upwardly inclined in the direction of insertion, which projects from the shaving-head frame, and which
engages beneath the relevant longitudinal edge of the shear foil, at least one such raised portion on the longitudinal member of the shaving-head
frame adjacent the relevant longitudinal edge of the shear foil is arranged at a distance from the slots in the side walls of the shaving-head frame
which constitute the lateral guide means for the projections on the shear foil, said raised portion comprising a further ramp (30) which is downwardly
inclined in the direction of insertion and which substantially adjoins the ramp (29) which is upwardly inclined in the direction of insertion.
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